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Although the Fed is about to end its asset 
purchases, quantitative easing in the world as a 
whole still has a long way to go. The BoJ has 
already been buying assets on a larger scale than 
the Fed for the past six months, and it looks 
increasingly likely that the ECB will unveil a full-
blown government bond purchase programme 
within a few months.  

Fed bowing out of asset purchases  
Barring a major surprise, the Fed will confirm on 
29th October that it is ending its asset purchases 
under QE3. This will be a milestone for the US 
economy, as the Fed’s asset holdings have 
increased from $500bn in early 2009 to over 
$4trillion today, and we do not think there will be 
a “QE4” any time soon.  

However, the end of the Fed’s asset purchases 
should not create any waves in the global 
economy. After all, the Fed has signalled its 
intentions loud and clear since it began tapering 
last December; the end of asset purchases under 
QE3 is old news, and the focus has long since 
moved on to the timing of the Fed’s first rate hike.  

Also, the Fed it is ending its asset purchases only 
because the US economy has strengthened. The 
US looks set to continue growing steadily without 
further unconventional policy support. (See our 
latest US Economic Outlook, “Return to 
normalcy?”, published on 18th September.) Finally, 
the Fed’s unconventional support for the 
economy will end only when assets bought under 
QE1, QE2 and QE3 are sold or mature, or when 
liquidity is drained in other ways. 

On top of this, the other major central banks are 
likely to step up their asset purchases during 2015 
and perhaps 2016. (See Chart 1.) The Bank of 
Japan has been purchasing assets at an annual 
pace of ¥60-70trn since it launched “quantitative 
and qualitative easing” in April 2013. At the 
current exchange rate this is equivalent to $50bn 
per month, which is more than the Fed has been 
doing since May this year. Looking forward, we 
anticipate that the BoJ will step up the pace of its 
purchases to an annual rate of around ¥90trn, or 
$68bn per month, perhaps from April next year.  

CHART 1: CENTRAL BANK ASSET PURCHASES ($BN) 

Sources – Thomson Datastream, Capital Economics 

In addition, the ECB looks increasingly likely to 
adopt full-blown quantitative easing within the 
coming months. Mario Draghi has said that he 
aims to increase the ECB’s balance sheet to its 
early-2012 level, which implies an increase of 
around €1trillion. Given the low take-up of 
TLTROs on 18th September and the likelihood that 
the ECB’s ABS purchases will also be very modest, 
it seems that the only reliable way to achieve this 
is through large-scale government bond purchases. 
(See our European Economics Weekly, “Low 
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The era of global QE is not over 

 The Fed is set to end its asset purchases under QE3 next month... 

 ...but purchases by the BoJ and ECB may more than offset this next year 

 Meanwhile, People’s Bank of China unlikely to loosen policy substantially 
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uptake dashes ECB’s hopes for TLTROs”, 22nd 
September.)  

Accordingly, Chart 1 assumes that the ECB begins 
purchasing €50bn per month, or $65bn at the 
current exchange rate, in December 2014. This 
would generate a €1trillion increase in the balance 
sheet by July 2016.  

To be clear, these are not firm forecasts, and we 
would not put too much store on the precise 
numbers. But the key point is that asset purchases 
by the BoJ and ECB next year are likely to be on a 
scale comparable to those by the G4 central banks 
during the past few years. Indeed asset purchases 
by the G4 central banks have averaged $82bn a 
month since January 2009, but could easily 
average over $100bn next year.  

Is a “dollar of QE” always worth the same? 
Of course, the effect of these asset purchases is not 
easy to judge at the best of times, even in the 
domestic economy. Moreover, the global impact 
of a dollar of asset purchases by the BoJ or ECB 
may not be as large as the impact of a dollar of 
asset purchases by the Fed. The Fed has a 
disproportionate influence on global monetary 
conditions both because the US is the world’s 
largest economy and because monetary conditions 
elsewhere often track those in the US.  

Quantitative easing by the Bank of Japan in 
particular is likely to have little impact on global 
conditions. Japan’s economy accounts for only 5% 
of world GDP, whereas the US accounts for 19%. 
Also, there may be less scope for quantitative 
easing in Japan to work through the “portfolio 
rebalancing” channel because, with ten-year JGB 
yields as low as 0.5%, there is little scope for 
yields and credit spreads to compress further. 
Japanese institutions have been relatively slow to 
diversify their investments overseas in the past year 
or two. For example, the IMF noted in July that the 
Government Pension Investment Fund, which has 
over 25% of GDP in assets under management, 
continued to hold more than half of them as JGBs. 

Large-scale government bond purchases by the 
ECB have the potential to have a bigger impact on 
the rest of the world. The single currency area 
accounts for 13% of world GDP and is more open 
than Japan, so if asset purchases by the ECB trigger 
stronger growth in the euro-zone – admittedly a 
big “if” – this should have more significant positive 
knock-on effects elsewhere. There may also be a 
little more room for the portfolio rebalancing effect 
to work in the euro-zone than in Japan. Although 
euro-zone government bond yields have fallen 
dramatically, they are not as low as they are in 
Japan. (See Chart 2.) And there is more room for 
interest rates for consumers and firms to come 
down as a result of the ECB’s actions.  

CHART 2: TEN-YEAR GOVERNMENT BOND YIELDS (%) 

Sources – Thomson Datastream, Capital Economics 

Additional divergence between monetary policy 
in the euro-zone and US might lead to further 
appreciation of the dollar, which has already risen 
by over 8% against the euro since May. If so, the 
pick-up in demand in the US, which has prompted 
the Fed to end its asset purchases, should have a 
bigger impact on the rest of the world.  

Overall, while the global impact of QE in the euro-
zone and Japan will not be large, asset purchases 
by the BoJ and ECB are likely to keep monetary 
conditions in those economies highly 
accommodative for the coming two years. This 
should allay fears that the end of asset purchases 
by the Fed is tantamount to the end of the world! 

Andrew Kenningham  
+44 (0)20 7808 4698 

andrew.kenningham@capitaleconomics.com  
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Review of recent policy changes 
At its mid-September meeting the Fed reduced the 
pace of its monthly asset purchases by a further 
$10bn, left its “considerable period” language 
unchanged and nudged up its rate forecasts; the 
FOMC’s median projection for the Fed funds rate 
at end-2016 is now 2.85%. (See our US 
Economics Update, “Fed pushes up rate 
projections”, dated 17th September.) Two FOMC 
members voted against the Fed’s action because 
they thought interest rates may need to rise earlier.  

Meanwhile, the ECB surprised most observers by 
shaving a further 10bp off its key policy rates, 
leaving the refinancing rate at 0.05% and the 
deposit rate at minus 0.2%. Mr Draghi also 
announced that the Bank would begin purchasing 
asset backed securities in October. And on 18th 
September, the ECB implemented the first 
allotment of its Targeted LTROs, though the up-
take was very low.    

The Bank of England made no policy changes in 
September and the minutes of its MPC meeting 
show that the number of dissenters was 
unchanged, at two. The Bank of Japan made no 
changes in September. None of the other central 
banks covered in this publication changed their 
policy rates in September which means that their 
average rates are basically unchanged from a 
month ago. (See Chart 3.)   

CHART 3: POLICY INTEREST RATES (%)  

 
Sources – Bloomberg, Capital Economics 

Among emerging economies, the People’s Bank of 
China has attracted the most headlines because of 
its large injection of cash into the banking system, 

but this was intended to help banks manage their 
liquidity rather than to loosen monetary 
conditions. The PBOC has tightened regulations 
such as the loan-to-deposit ratio. (See our China 
Economics Update, “Latest move by PBOC is not a 
policy shift,” published on 17th September.)   

What’s next? 
The Fed looks almost certain to announce the end 
of its asset purchases at its late-October meeting. 
We also think it is likely to change its 
“considerable period” guidance. Subject to the 
economy continuing to improve, this could pave 
the way for a rate hike in March next year, rather 
than June, as is widely expected. 

The ECB will probably not announce any new 
substantive policy change in October, after a flurry 
of announcements in the past few months. 
However, Mr Draghi may well aim to further 
heighten expectations that the ECB will soon resort 
to large-scale government bond purchases. (See 
our ECB Watch, “Preparing the ground for QE”, 
published on 25th September.) Elsewhere, the Bank 
of England and Bank of Japan are likely to leave 
their policy settings unchanged in October.  

Turning to emerging economies, we are 
forecasting rate changes by the central banks of 
Russia (up 50bp) and Poland (down 25bp). Many 
observers continue to expect China’s central bank 
to announce an across-the-board cut in its 
required reserve ratio, or some other form of 
stimulus, but we think this is highly unlikely.  

Looking further ahead, we do not think monetary 
policy in emerging economies will follow a single 
path in the coming year or two. Central banks in 
counties such as South Africa and Mexico will 
need to raise rates, while many in central Europe 
are more likely to loosen policy. There should be 
no dramatic policy shifts in the BRICs, but Russia 
will probably tighten policy a little, whereas India 
may loosen. (See our Emerging Markets Economics 
Update, “Towards a more nuanced view on EM 
rates”, published on 17th September.)  
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TABLE 1: CENTRAL BANK POLICY RATES 

 Country Policy rate Latest  Last Change 
Next Change 

(CE Forecast) 
 End-2014     End-2015     End-2016 

Major Advanced Economies  

US Fed funds target 0-0.25 Down 75bp (Dec. 2008) 
Up to 0.25-0.50%  

(Mar. 2015) 
0-0.25 1.00-1.25 2.75-3.00 

Euro-zone Refinancing rate 0.05 Down 10bp (Sep. 2014) None on horizon 0.05 0.05 0.05 

Japan Overnight rate 0-0.10 Down 20bp (Dec. 2008) None on horizon 0-0.1 0-0.1 0-0.1 

UK Bank Rate 0.50 Down 50bp (Mar. 2009) Up 25bp (Feb. 2015) 0.50 1.00 1.50 

Other Advanced Economies 

Canada Overnight target rate 1.00 Up 25bp (Sep. 2010) Down 25bp (Q4 2015) 1.00 0.75 0.50 

Australia Cash rate 2.50 Down 25bp (Aug. 2013) Up 25bp (Q3 2016) 2.50 2.50 3.00 

Switzerland 3m Libor target  0.00 Down 25bp (Aug. 2011) None on horizon 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Sweden Repo rate 0.25 Down 50bp (Jul. 2014) Up 25bp (Q3 2016) 0.25 0.25 0.75 

Denmark Lending rate 0.20 Down 10bp (May. 2013) None on horizon 0.20 0.20 0.20 

Norway Sight deposit 1.50 Down 25bp (Mar. 2012) Down 25bp (Q1 2015) 1.50 1.25 1.00 

New Zealand Cash rate 3.50 Up 25bp (Jul. 2014) Up 25bp (Q1 2015) 3.50 4.00 4.00 

Major Emerging Economies 

China 12m deposit rate 3.00 Down 25bp (Jul. 2012) None on horizon 3.00 3.00 3.00 

India Repo rate 8.00 Up 25bp (Jan. 2014) Down 25bp (Q4 2014) 7.75 7.00 7.00 

Brazil Selic rate 11.00 Up 25bp (Apr. 2014) Up 25bp (Q1 2015) 11.00 12.00 10.00 

Russia 1-week repo rate 8.00 Up 50bp (Jul. 2014) Up 50bp (Oct. 2014) 8.50 8.50 8.00 

Mexico Overnight target rate 3.00 Down 50bp (Jun. 2014) Up 50bp (H2 2015) 3.00 4.00 4.50 

South Korea Base rate 2.25 Down 25bp (Aug. 2014) Up 25bp (Q2 2015) 2.25 3.00 3.50 

Turkey 1-week repo rate 8.25 Down 50bp (Jul. 2014) None on horizon 8.25 8.25 8.25 

Poland Reference rate 2.50 Down 25bp (Jul. 2013) Down 25bp (Oct. 2014) 2.00 2.00 2.25 

South Africa Repo rate 5.75 Up 25bp ( Jul. 2014) Up 25bp (Q4 2014) 6.00 7.00 7.50 

Sources – Bloomberg, Capital Economics 
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TABLE 2: UNCONVENTIONAL POLICY AND FORWARD GUIDANCE (SELECTED COUNTRIES) 
 

Central Bank Current Policy  CE Forecast of Future Changes 

Federal Reserve Bank 

The Fed confirmed that it was reducing its monthly net asset 

purchases from $25bn to $15bn on 17th September. It has 

also said it expects to end its asset purchases completely in 

October and to maintain the current Fed funds target range 

for a “considerable time” after QE has ended.  

 

Our forecast is for the Fed to raise the Fed funds rate in 

March 2015 for the first time since 2006. We do not 

expect it to resume its asset purchases in the foreseeable 

future. 

European Central 

Bank  

The ECB announced on 4th September that it would begin its 

ABS purchase programme in October. The ECB offered its 

first allotment of Targeted LTROs on 18th September, but the 

uptake was only €83bn of a potential €400bn on offer.  

 

The low uptake of the TLTROs has increased the chance 

that the ECB will eventually launch a “full-blown” QE 

programme, i.e. large-scale unsterilized purchases of 

government bonds. We think this may be announced in 

December. However, there is a risk that it will not be 

prepared to buy assets on a big enough scale to make a 

real difference to the economic outlook.  

  

Bank of Japan 

The Bank of Japan’s policy of Quantitative and Qualitative 

Easing targets an increase in the monetary base from 

¥138trn at end-2012 to ¥270trn at end-2014. Most of this 

increase will be achieved by purchases of JGBs. 

 

We think the BoJ will probably announce in October 

that it is extending QQE at its current pace into 2015. 

But by early next year it may be clear that the inflation 

target is out of reach on current policy settings, in which 

case the BoJ will be forced to announce an acceleration 

of its asset purchase programme in response. April is the 

most likely date for this announcement.   

Bank of England  

The Bank of England has completed three rounds of QE, 

buying a total of £375bn in assets. The last round ended in 

October 2012. In February 2014 the Bank set out “phase 

two” of its forward guidance in which it pledged not to raise 

interest rates until spare capacity in the economy has been 

further reduced, and to raise rates only gradually thereafter. 

 

The BoE will probably update its guidance around the 

time of its first rate hike, in order to emphasise that it 

expects policy tightening to be gradual. Meanwhile, the 

Financial Policy Committee, which has introduced a 

ceiling on the share of new mortgages with high loan-

to-income multiples, is unlikely to make further changes 

in the near future.  

Bank of Switzerland 

In addition to its inflation target, the Swiss National Bank 

(SNB) caps the Swiss franc at CHF 1.20 per euro and has 

pledged to buy unlimited amounts of foreign currency if 

necessary to prevent it from strengthening beyond this rate. 

 

We do not expect the SNB to introduce any major 

policy changes in the near term. It may, however, need 

to resume foreign currency purchases to counter 

upward pressure on the currency.  

Sources – Central bank websites, Capital Economics 
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TABLE 3: CALENDAR OF POLICY DECISIONS UP TO EARLY-NOVEMBER 
 

Date Economy Policy Instrument Prior Survey CE Forecast 

30th September India Repo rate 8.00 8.00 8.00 

2nd October Euro-zone Refinancing rate 0.05 0.05 0.05 

7th October  Australia Cash rate 2.50 2.50 2.50 

7th October Japan Monetary base target (end-2014) ¥270tn N/A ¥270tn 

8th October Poland Reference rate 2.50 N/A 2.25 

9th October UK Bank Rate 0.50 0.50 0.50 

15th October South Korea 7-Day repo rate 2.25 N/A 2.25 

22nd October Canada Overnight rate 1.00 N/A 1.00 

23rd October Norway Sight deposit  1.50 N/A 1.50 

23rd October Turkey 1-week repo rate 8.25 N/A 8.25 

28th October Sweden Repo rate 0.25 N/A 0.25 

29th October US Fed funds target range 0.00-0.25 0.00-0.25 0.00-0.25 

29th October New Zealand Cash rate 3.50 3.50 3.50 

29th October Brazil Selic rate 11.00 N/A 11.00 

31st October Mexico  Overnight rate 3.00 N/A 3.00 

31st October Japan Monetary base target (end-2014) N/A N/A N/A 

31st October  Russia 1-week repo rate 8.00 N/A 8.50 

4th November Australia Cash rate N/A N/A 2.50 

5th November Poland Reference rate N/A N/A N/A 

6th November UK Bank Rate 0.50 N/A 0.50 

6th November Euro-zone Refinancing rate 0.05 N/A 0.05 

Sources – Bloomberg, Capital Economics  


